Forged Components Inc. Releases
Benefits Sheet for ASME Pressure
Vessel Connections Forging
HUMBLE, Texas, April 11, 2019 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Forged Components Inc.
(FCI) has released a sheet listing the benefits of getting ASME pressure
vessel connections forging needs met by FCI. Why select us? Forged Components
is one of the ASME pressure vessel connections manufacturing. What makes us
so good at what we do?

One Stop Shop:
FCI fabricates ASME pressure vessel connections in one shop. This eliminates
extra fabrication and testing as the result of passing the part around from
shop to shop. The cost savings resulting from this streamlined fabrication
process is passed on our customers.
Faster Turnaround Times:
Because Forged Components has so much experience fabricating reinforced
nozzles and other pressure vessel connections, there are products and

processes in place that speed up the production of our ASME pressure vessel
connections.
This means that when customers place orders, they get fabricated and shipped
faster, so your company can get it in place faster to increase production
faster. This means an increase in sales for the business because of these
faster turnaround times.
Consistent Quality and Cost:
When working with FCI, rest assured that your business is getting a highquality product at an excellent price. Forged Components has lower production
costs because we purchase the material for reinforced nozzles in one part
instead of three. This means there are fewer parts in inventory to track, and
it allows our quality control inspectors to focus their attention on the most
critical areas of concern.
As a result, quality control is better, and because there are fewer areas to
inspect and the products don’t require as much traceability as competitors
who buy their components in multiple parts.
Here’s the bottom line: Forged Components delivers higher quality reinforced
pressure vessels at a good price and faster than our competitors. The faster
delivery of our pressure vessel connections means your production and
(hopefully) your sales will increase.
About Forged Components, Inc.:
Forged Components, Inc. (FCI) is a global leader in the forging, machining
and manufacture of integral self-reinforced connections for ASME pressure
vessels LWN, HB, I1, I2, I3 E, Q-Lip nozzles, butt weld stub end connections,
studding outlets, and ASME B.16 Series A & B large diameter flanges and
blinds.
FCI operates from over 300,000 square-feet of manufacturing facilities at
multiple locations throughout Texas in Houston, Humble, Porter and Navasota,
with its main corporate office and manufacturing/storage facility situated in
Humble. In addition to pressure vessel connections and pressure vessel flange
products, FCI produces forgings for the energy, petrochemical, refinery,
power generation and oil/gas exploration and production industries.
Learn more at: https://forgedcomponents.com/

